A phenomenological description of the transduction effected by the eardrum is presented. That description is provided by a transfer matrix, whose elements define those measurements sufficient to characterize eardrum transduction. Causality provides constraints on the matrix elements. In addition, measurements of the matrix elements can determine whether they satisfy constraints imposed by minimum-phase behavior and the principle of reciprocity. Those constraints may be used either to reduce the number of measurements necessary to characterize the eardrum or to check the consistency of measurements that overdetermine the system. Within its region of validity, the transfer matrix of the eardrum provides a common ground for the comparison between theory and experiment. As an example, a simple model for the transduction characteristics of the eardrum, defined completely in terms of measurable quantities, is presented.
INTRODUCTION
The eardrum begins the process of auditory transduction, converting incident sound into a mechanical oscillation of the bones of the middle ear. Although detailed measurements of eardrum surface-displacement patterns ( 
where U e represents the volume velocity of the eardrum. The input and output variables are identified by super-and A subscripts on the matrix. ' e Stnce T, is defined in terms of the pressure difference Pc--which reduces to Pe when the middle-ear cavities are surgically exposed and opened widely to the atmosphere--the matrix depends only on the properties of the eardrum; the effects of the complicated acoustic geometry of the middle-ear cavities, discussed in the next paper in this series (Shera and Zweig, 199 rains a separation between input and output ports, is natural for describing a cascade of systems. For example, the matrix describing the combined action of the eardrum and ossicular chain is simply the product of the matrices representing the eardrum and ossicular transformations individually (Shera and Zweig, 1991b) .
Equation ( The simple 2 X 2 transfer-matrix description of the eardrum is appropriate when the four variables comprising the input and output vectors suffice to determine the eardrum transformation. For example, although sound propagation in the human ear canal is one dimensional at frequencies less than the cutoff frequency for higher-order modes--which for a typical human ear canal is approximately 19 kHz (Ste-vens et al., 1987)--the pressure may be nonuniform close to the eardrum due to the presence of evanescent waves; the acoustic force driving the eardrum might not th? be accurately approximated by the pressure difference Pe. The effects of those nonpropagating modes appear to be small, however, at frequencies less than • 6 kHz (Stinson, 1985) .
Although the motion of the malleus may be quite complex at high frequencies (e.g., Decraemer et al., 1989)-consisting, for example, of both rotational and translational components (Donshue, 1989)--the one-dimensional variables Fu and Vu suffice to describe the "output" of the eardrum transformation so long as the effective mechanical input to the middle ear is well approximated by a single force and velocity coordinate, 2 as it appears to be a low frequencies (the precise region of validity, however, has yet to be established). In the simplest picture of eardrum dynamics, those coordinates are naturally associated with the force applied to the manubrium and the velocity of the umbo. If the action of the eardrum is more complicated, other definitions for those coordinates may be more usefulfi Here, the integrals represent Cauchy principal-value integrals. Equations (9) and (10) are equivalent to the statement that considered as a function of complex frequency the matrix clem•nts T,y (to) am analyti• in th• lower half of th• frequency plane. Causality thus provides analytic constraints on the matrix elements) Those constraints may be used to check measurements of the Te for internal consisten-cy, reduce measurement uncertainty, and determine functional values at frequencies for which measurements are not available (Zweig, 1976; Zweig and Konishi, 1987) .
In addition to causality, the matrix elements may satisfy the stronger minimum-phase constraint, which requires that the real and imaginary parts of In T o (co) be Hilbert transforms of one another. The responses described by each matfix element would then be produced by a mechanical system that responds as rapidly as possible consistent with its amplitude characteristic and the constraint of causality (Bode 1945 The classical concept of the effective area confuses those two actions of the eardrum. For example, the classical effective area Act has been defined to be the area of the plate that, if moved through a distance equal to that traversed by the umbo, would sweep out the same total volume as the eardrum (Wever and Lawrence, 1954). Act has been estimated-taking into account the conical geometry of the membrane-to be roughly two-thirds the anatomical area of the eardrum (von B6k6sy, 1941; Wever and Lawrence, 1954). Defined with reference to eardrum volume displacement, the area Ac• is often inappropriately applied to the transformation of pressure between the eardrum and the oval window (e.g., Zwislocki, 1975) . In addition, since loading conditions on the eardrum are not specified, 
Ye =•u malleus held fixed reflecting the fact that the plate was assumed to be rigid. 
